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The interaction force gradient between a micron-size polystyrene sphere and an atomically flat highly
oriented pyrolytic graphite substrate has been analyzed as a function of surface-to-surface separation distance
z0 using an oscillating cantilever technique. The interaction force gradient was found to have two contribu-
tions. Forz0>30 nm, an electrostatic force due to charges trapped on the polystyrene sphere dominates. For
z0<30 nm, a van der Waals interaction, characteristic of a sphere near a flat plane, is observed. Fits to the data
are in good agreement with theoretical expectations and allow estimates of the surface charge density triboelec-
trically produced on the sphere’s surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

The van der Waals force between two electrically neutral
objects is a manifestation of a cooperative interaction be-
tween induced dipoles. A fundamental understanding of this
force relies on a careful analysis of the fluctuations in the
electric dipole fields due to polarizable atoms.1,2A character-
istic signature of the van der Waals interaction between two
polarizable atoms separated by distancez is a z26 depen-
dence for the interaction force. For the case of extended elec-
trically neutral bodies, e.g., a sphere above a flat plane, a
proper accounting of geometry must be included, resulting in
an interaction force that varies with the sphere-substrate
separation asz22. Since this effect is a macroscopic mani-
festation of cooperative behavior at the atomic length scale,
measurements of the force and its dependence on material
parameters are of continuing interest.3,4

The rapid development of the atomic force microscope
~AFM! has produced techniques capable of measuring
nanonewton forces acting on a sharp tip as it approaches a
substrate. Under normal circumstances, it is generally as-
sumed that the attractive force between the tip and substrate
is governed by the van der Waals interaction. Quantitative
measurements of the interaction force between a sharp tip
and flat substrate are inherently difficult to interpret because
the exact geometry of the tip is often not known. Various
attempts to directly measure the spatial dependence of the
attractive force between a tip and substrate have produced
data that requires an action over a considerably greater range
than expected if van der Waals forces are dominant. The
appearance of this long-range force is often attributed to cap-
illary effects due to unwanted contaminants. Recently, Burn-
hamet al.5 demonstrated that force measurements taken with
a static cantilever approaching a surface can be fitted using a
complicated electrostatic patch charge effect, providing an
insight into the origin of the long-range force. Indeed, early
attempts to study the van der Waals force between extended
objects with dimensions greater than those considered here

have emphasized the need to eliminate electrostatic
forces.6–8

In what follows, we describe the results of experiments
that have been designed to quantitatively investigate the tran-
sition between a long-range electrostatic and van der Waals
force. We show that by attaching a micrometer-size polysty-
rene sphere to an AFM cantilever, ambiguities in the geom-
etry of the two objects under study can be eliminated, result-
ing in data that can be quantitatively interpreted using
standard models for interaction forces. We show that the in-
teraction force gradient measured under moderate vacuum
conditions can be quantitatively understood in terms of two
contributions: for large sphere-substrate separations, a simple
electrostatic interaction suffices to adequately explain the
data, while for smaller separations, the data are well de-
scribed by the van der Waals force appropriate for a sphere
above a flat plane.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The AFM used in these studies was a custom-built instru-
ment that has been described elsewhere.9 A freshly cleaved
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite~HOPG! substrate was
mounted onto a segmented PZT-5A piezoelectric tube and
served as the atomically flat substrate. A second piezoelectric
tube was used to hold a Si ultralever10 and provided the
oscillatory motion for the sphere attached to the cantilever. A
polystyrene sphere was mounted on the edge of the cantile-
ver using a microscopic drop of Norland Optical Cement No.
68 to the tip of the cantilever with the aid of an optical
microscope system with an overall magnification of 750X.
Experiments showed that this cement remained viscous for a
sufficiently long time to accurately position the sphere on the
cement with the aid of a micromanipulator. The particle was
pressed into the cement to allow close contact of the particle
with the cantilever. The cement was subsequently cured by
exposure to UV light for approximately 10–15 minutes.11

Detection of the cantilever displacement as a function of the
sphere-substrate separation distance was done using a laser
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deflection method and phase-sensitive detection.12–14 A
68030 CPU based computer system, similar to that described
previously,15 controls the experiment. The spring constants
of all cantilevers were independently calibrated using tech-
niques discussed elsewhere.16

In order to minimize contamination due to water vapor
and hydrocarbons on the surface, the entire AFM apparatus
was mounted inside a small stainless steel chamber that
could be evacuated to forepump pressures~;200 mTorr!.
Repeated pumping and backfilling with dry nitrogen gas pro-
vided a contamination-free environment for long-term stor-
age of the sphere and substrate. In order to eliminate aero-
dynamic effects due to the oscillating cantilever, evacuation
of the nitrogen gas was required prior to all data acquisition.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Noncontact ~ac! force gradient data were obtained by
measuring the amplitude of oscillation of the cantilever as a
function of driving frequency for different sphere-substrate
separations~see Fig. 1!. Initial attempts to use an amplitude
modulation technique,17 in which the cantilever was driven
at a frequencyv just off the resonance frequencyv` , were
abandoned in favor of the frequency measurement
technique,18 which provides a direct method for calculating
the interaction force gradient.

As discussed in Ref. 18, the equation of motion for a
driven cantilever oscillating at a frequencyv at a position
zeq from the surface is

mz̈1g ż2k~z2z0!1F inter~z!5Fdcos~vt !, ~1!

wherem is the mass of the sphere,g is a constant describing
the damping of the cantilever,k is the measured spring con-
stant of the cantilever (; 2 N/m), F inter is the interaction
force of interest, andFd is the driving force applied to the

cantilever. A linear expansion can be made of the interaction
force for the range of operation,

F inter5F inter~z0!1S ]F inter

]z D U
z0

~z2z0!1•••, ~2!

giving an equation of motion of the form

mz̈1g ż2keff~z2z0!5Fdcos~vt !1const ~3!

where

keff5k2S ]F inter

]z D U
z0

. ~4!

The oscillation amplitude is given by

A~v,z0!5
A`

A@v22v0~z0!
2#21~gv/m!2

, ~5!

where the resonant frequency at the positionz0 is given by

v0~z0!5v`A12
1

k S ]F inter

]z D . ~6!

Equation~6! provides a first-order approximation to the
interaction force gradient in terms ofv0(z0), the measured
resonance frequency as a function of position:

]F inter

]z
5kF12S v0~z0!

v`
D 2G . ~7!

From this relation, a comparison of the inferred]F inter/]z
can be made to theoretical models.

IV. RESULTS

In this study, a lock-in amplifier is used to convert an
oscillatory signal produced by the displacement of a laser
beam reflected from the end of the oscillating cantilever to a
dc signal, which is proportional to the amplitude of oscilla-
tion of the cantilever. This dc signal was monitored by the
computer as the substrate was brought toward the cantilever
in a controlled way. Knowledge ofz0 , the equilibrium
surface-to-surface separation between the sphere and sub-
strate, is important when determining the power-law depen-
dence of the interaction force gradient. If the spring constant
of the ultralever is known, an estimate of the absolute sepa-
ration distance can be made from the measured jump-to-
contact distance. Measuring the jump to contact distance in
this way served as an absolute calibration for our measure-
ments, but precluded data forz0< 5 nm.

Representative data showing this shift in frequency and
reduction in oscillation are shown in Fig. 2. Fitting Eq.~5! to
this data, it is possible to accurately determinev0(z) and to
calculate k$12@v0(z0)/v`#2%. The logarithm of this quantity
is plotted in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! for 3 and 6mm radius poly-
styrene spheres as a function of the sphere-substrate separa-
tion distance z0.

Initially, attempts were made to fit the force gradient data
using only a van der Waals force. All fits were found to have
too short a range and were incapable of fitting the data at

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the force gradient measurement.
In ~a!, the cantilever is far from the substrate and the amplitude and
frequency of oscillation are characterized byA` andv`. In ~b!, the
sphere to substrate separation is decreased to a finite valuez0 and
any interaction force between the sphere and substrate shifts the
resonant frequency tov0(z0) and reduces the amplitude of the can-
tilever’s oscillation toA(z0).
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large separation distances. As a consequence, other forces
were examined, and ultimately a combination of forces were
required to accurately describe the data. As a result of this
analysis, it was concluded that for small separations (z<30
nm!, a van der Waals force gradient between a sphere and a
flat plane, described by

]FvdW

]z
5
HR

3z0
3 , ~8!

fits the data quite well. Here,H is the Hamaker constant,R is
the sphere radius, andz0 is the surface-to-surface separation
distance.

For larger separations, a long-range electrostatic force is
required to understand the data. The origin of this electro-
static force is twofold. First, there are charges trapped around
the perimeter of the polystyrene sphere. The surface charge
densitys for these charges is;1029 C/cm2 as determined
from independent Faraday cage measurements of the trapped
charge on an ensemble of polystyrene spheres. A second con-
tribution is the trapped charge that is likely to form on the
bottom of the insulating polystyrene sphere when it ‘‘jumps
to contact’’ with the substrate during the course of our mea-
surements. It is interesting to further discuss the distribution
of this charge, which is triboelectrically generated during the
jump to contact of the sphere to the substrate.

When the sphere is in contact with the substrate, charge is
free to flow in order to minimize the contact potential differ-
ence. In addition, the sphere deforms due to surface forces
and touches the substrate over a finite area. The radiusa0 of
this contact area can be estimated from the Johnson-Kendall-
Roberts~JKR! theory, which analyzes the elastic deformation
of a spherical object resting on a flat substrate.19 This model
has been successfully applied to studies of the deformation
of micron-size spheres resting on substrates.20,21 A well-
known prediction of the JKR theory relates the contact radius
of the contact at zero applied loada0 , to the elastic proper-
ties of the sphere by

a05S 6pR2W

K D 1/3, ~9!

whereR is the sphere’s radius,W is the work of adhesion
given by

W5gps1gHOPG2g12, ~10!

where g12 . 2 AgpsgHOPG andgps andgHOPG are the sur-
face-free energies of polystyrene and HOPG, respectively.
The parameterK includes the elastic properties of the sphere
and substrate and is given by

FIG. 2. The amplitude of the cantilever oscillation is given for
two different values ofz0 . The dashed line is a best fit to the data
using Eq.~5!.

FIG. 3. Data measuring the force gradient of the interaction
force between a polystyrene sphere and an atomically flat HOPG
substrate. In~a!, a plot of log10„k$12@v0(z0)/v`#2%… vs log10z0
~with z0 in nm! for a 3-mm-radius sphere. The dashed line
~see Table I! is the sum of the van der Waals and electrostatic
contributions to the force gradient. In~b!, a plot of
log10„k$12@v0(z0)/v`#2%… vs log10z0 ~with z0 in nm! for a 6-mm-
radius sphere. The dashed line~see Table II! is the sum of the van
der Waals and electrostatic contributions to the force gradient.
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K5
4

3 S 12nps
2

Eps
1
12nHOPG

2

EHOPG
D 21

. ~11!

Here,nps andnHOPGare the Poisson ratios of polystyrene and
HOPG, respectively, andEHOPG and Eps are the Young’s
moduli for HOPG and for polystyrene. Values for these
quantities can be found in the literature.22

The electrostatic force between a grounded plane and a
charge distributed over a sphere of radiusR is discussed by
Smythe.23 For the case of a sphere of radiusR at a potential
V, whose center is located a distance (z1R) from a
grounded, conducting substrate, the force is given by

Fel52pe0R
2V2F 1

2~z1R!2
2

8R~R1z!

@4~R1z!22R2#2
1••• G .

~12!

The first term in this equation describes the force between a
grounded conducting plane and a uniform charge distribution
frozen in place on a sphere. The higher-order terms describe
polarization effects that result when the sphere is moved
closer to the plane. If the charges are trapped, as is the case
here, only the first term is required. The potential of the
sphere can be related to the chargeQ on the sphere in the
usual way, using the capacitanceC of a sphere of radiusR
whose center is suspended a distance ofR1z above the
plane

C5Q/V54pe0R@11r1•••#, ~13!

wherer5R/2(R1z). Combining Eqs.~12! and~13! and tak-
ing the derivative provides an analytical expression for the
force gradient due to electrostatics.

Attempts to fit the data using a uniform charge distribu-
tion trapped around the perimeter of the entire sphere pro-
duce a force gradient too small to fit the data. This result
follows because, for the spheres used in this study, R@z0 .
This led us to consider triboelectrically produced charges
trapped at the bottom of the sphere. In this regard, it was
assumed that upon jump to contact of the sphere to the sub-
strate, a region of the sphere of radius;a0 @see Eq.~9!#
makes contact with the substrate and becomes locally
charged. Upon withdrawal, this charge resides in a spherical
region of sizeReff where Reff.a0 . This charge remains
trapped at the bottom of the sphere in the vicinity of the
contact region. This situation is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 4. Under these circumstances, the electrostatic force is

determined by modeling the trapped charge as a spherically
symmetric distribution of radiusReff.a0 .

The determination of the best parameters to fit the data is
facilitated by the fact that Eq.~8! is dominant for small
sphere-substrate separations, while Eq.~12! is important for
larger values ofz. We find no need to include retardation
effects in this discussion because optical absorption measure-
ments on polystyrene show a strong absorption around 300
nm. This wavelength defines the transition region between
retarded and nonretarded van der Waals interactions; how-
ever, the electrostatic interaction dominates in this transi-
tional region.

The fits to the experimental data are shown by the dashed
lines in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. Reff andH were adjusted until
reasonable agreement with the data was obtained. The pa-
rameters determined in this way are given in Tables I and II.

TABLE I. 3-mm-radius sphere.

Parameters Expected values Fitted values

H 1.1 eVa 1.0 eV
R 3.0mm 3.0mm
Reff 160 nmb 80 nm
Q 400e2

s ;1029C/cm2 c 8 3 1028 C/cm2

aInteractions between polystyrene and graphite~Ref. 24!.
bContact radius based on JKR model.
cFaraday cage measurement of charge on an ensemble of polysty-
rene spheres~Ref. 25!.

FIG. 4. The relevant parameters to describe triboelectric charg-
ing of the polystyrene sphere upon contact and removal from an
atomically flat HOPG substrate. In~a!, a sphere of radiusR ap-
proaches the HOPG substrate. Upon contact~b!, the sphere deforms
due to surface forces between the sphere and substrate, which cause
a contact area to form with radius a0. While in contact, charge
transfer between the grounded substrate and the sphere takes place.
After separation, the excess charge remains localized at the bottom
of the sphere over a region with radiusReff.a0 .
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Based on the models used, there is reasonable agreement
between expected and fitted values for each parameter. The
value used for the Hamaker coefficient for each sphere
agrees closely with the expected value determined using the
modified Lifshitz model for the van der Waals interaction
between polystyrene and graphite.24 The radius of each
sphere as measured using a 750X optical microscope is con-
sistent with the values required to fit the data for each sphere.
A factor of 2 discrepancy exists between fitted values for the
effective radius of charge transfer and estimates based on the
JKR model of adhesion. At this time, this seems acceptable
since a detailed model for charge transfer has not yet been
developed for this system. In addition, the JKR theory does
not account for such factors as surface roughness, which is
probably nonnegligible for the polystyrene spheres used
here. The discrepancies between expected and fitted charge
denisties,s, are thought to occur because the Faraday cage
measurement values are an average over a large ensemble of
polystyrene spheres. These Faraday values are, nonetheless,
useful because they provide confirmation that the fitted
charge densities are not grossly in error.

V. SUMMARY

Using an amplitude modulation technique, a method has
been described that allows an accurate analysis of the inter-

action force gradient between individual micron-size poly-
styrene spheres and a flat HOPG substrate. For surface-to-
surface separationsz0>30 nm, a long-range electrostatic
force is required to understand the data. Fits to the data in-
dicate that a charge of;500 electrons are distributed over a
region at the bottom of the sphere with an effective radius of
;100 nm. The origin of this trapped charge is thought to be
related to triboelectric charging that occurs when the sphere
jumps to contact with the substrate during the course of these
measurements. The localized charge is larger than results
from Faraday cage measurements, which are an average over
a large number of particles. While the results are not directly
comparable, they do indicate the magnitude of charge that
can be acquired. The effective radius over which this charge
is distributed is consistent with expectations based on the
radius of contact of each sphere with the substrate using the
JKR elastic deformation model. The discrepancies between
the expected and fitted values for the effective radius of each
sphere might be explained by surface roughness. The force at
sphere-substrate separationsz0< 30 nm is well described by
a van der Waals interaction. Estimates of the Hamaker coef-
ficient required to fit the data are in good agreement with
values published previously. No data are available for
surface-to-surface separations less than;5 nm due to the
jump to contact of the sphere to the substrate.

Using the techniques discussed above, a systematic study
of the interaction force gradient between a wide variety of
different micron-size objects and flat substrates now seems
feasible. Utilizing these techniques, a better understanding of
adhesion and nanoindentation effects in a wide variety of
materials will result.
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